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Electronics Computers & Accessories Tablet Accessories Bags, Cases & Sleeves Keyboard Cases

Logitech Rugged
Folio - iPad (7th,
8th & 9th
generation)
Protective
Keyboard Case
with Smart
Connector and
Durable Spill-
Proof Keyboard
Visit the Logitech Store

    6,277
ratings
| 426 answered questions

Amazon's Choice in Tablet …

 Climate Pledge Friendly

Prime Early Access

-29%  

List Price:  

Available at a lower price from
other sellers that may not
offer free Prime shipping.

Style: Rugged Folio

Customers who viewed this item also viewed

 44

Logitech Rugged Combo
3 iPad Keyboard Case
with Smart Connector for
iPad (7th, 8th and 9th
Generation) for Education

117$ 24

 24

Logitech Rugged Combo
3 Touch iPad® Keyboard
Case with Trackpad and
Smart Connector for iPad
(7th, 8th and 9th

132$ 38

 2,081

ZAGG Pro Keys
Detachable Case and
Wireless Keyboard for
Apple iPad Pro 10.2",
Multi-Device Bluetooth

72$ 25

› › › ›

Select delivery location

FREE delivery Monday,
October 17

Or fastest delivery
Thursday, October 13.
Order within 12 hrs 44 mins

Prime Exclusive Deal

99$ 99

Prime Exclusive Deal
This deal is exclusively

for Amazon Prime
members.

Cancel anytime

Already a member?
Sign in

Join Prime

FREE Returns 

FREE delivery: Monday, Oct
17
Ships from: Amazon.com

Sold by: Amazon.com

Regular Price

119$ 99

FREE delivery: Monday, Oct
24
Ships from: GB-GOODIES

Sold by: GB-GOODIES

Save with Used - Like New

79$ 00

Roll over image to zoom in
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99$ 99

$139.99

FREE Returns 

Get $100 off instantly: Pay
$0.00 upon approval for
the Amazon Store Card.
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Have one to sell?

Save 23%

ProCase Smart Case for iPad Ai…

$
10.77

Prime Early Access

18,813

iPad Air (5th, 4th gen - 2022, 2020) Keyboard Case - 7 Color Backlit -

Detachable Wireless Keyboard - Auto Wake/Sleep - Slim Folio Cove…

with Pencil Holder, Support Apple Pencil Charging, Black783

28$ 79

Prime Early Access Good value alternative

Pattern Name: Tablet
Keyboard

Product details

Brand Logitech

Compatible

Devices

Tablets, Apple
Pencil, Stylus

Material Plastic

Special

Feature

Heavy Duty
Protection

Pattern Tablet Keyboard

Item

Dimensions

LxWxH

10.2 x 0.9 x 7.4
inches

Add to List

New & Used (35) from
$78.21  & FREE Shipping

Other Sellers on Amazon

$134.99 
& FREE Shipping. Details

Sold by: Kroysplace

Add to Cart

$139.99 
& FREE Shipping. Details

Sold by: Âmazin Sale

Add to Cart

$139.99 
& FREE Shipping

Sold by: Dynamic Duo Distribution

Add to Cart

Sell on Amazon

Sponsored 

Combo Touch

Rugged Folio

Slim Folio

Tablet Keyboard

Tablet Keyboard + Crayon
Gray

Tablet Keyboard + Crayon
Orange

Four unique use modes
ensure Rugged Folio is
flexible enough to tackle
any environment or task
including typing sketching
viewing and reading

Proprietary shock-
absorbent technology and
materials help Rugged Folio
exceed military standard
drop tests for new levels of
protection from drops and
other mishaps

A durable membrane seals
in the keyboard protecting

See more product details

Sponsored 

Tablet Sleeve Bag iPad Bag 12.9 inch for 12.9 inch New iPad
Pro, 5th 4th 3rd Gen 2018-2021 with Magic Keyboard and
Smart Keyboard Folio or Logitech Slim Folio Pro Case

 (364)
$17.99

Amazon's Choice

Submit

Submit

Submit
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Customer questions & answers

4 stars and above

Sponsored 

     

CHESONA Keyboard
Case for iPad 9th
Generation (2021)/8th
Gen/7th Gen 10.2…

 6,608

$31.98 

typecase Touch iPad 9th
Generation Case with
Keyboard (10.2", 2021),
Multi-Touch Tr...

 11,677

$64.89 

Save 5%  with coupon

#1 Best Seller

Keyboard Case for 2021
New iPad 9th Generation
10.2 inch / 8th 2020 /
iPad 7th Gen ...

 3,388

$39.97 

iPad 9th Generation
Keyboard Case 10.2 inch
(2021), 8th / 7th Gen,
Air 3, Pro 10.5 ...

 3,258

$49.98 

New iPad 9th/8th/7th
Generation Case
2021/2020/2019 10.2
Inch with Tempered…

 2,468

$23.99 

See questions and answers
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Technical Details Collapse all

Brand Logitech

Series Logitech Rugged Folio 7th,
8th, 9th Generation iPad

Item model number 920-009312

Item Weight 1.89 pounds

Product Dimensions 10.2 x 0.9 x 7.4 inches

Item Dimensions LxWxH 10.2 x 0.9 x 7.4 inches

Batteries 1 CR123A batteries required.
(included)

Additional Information

Customer Reviews     6,277 ratings
4.6 out of 5 stars

Best Sellers Rank #47 in Tablet Keyboard Cases 

Warranty & Support

Amazon.com Return Policy: You may return any new computer
purchased from Amazon.com that is "dead on arrival," arrives in
damaged condition, or is still in unopened boxes, for a full refund within
30 days of purchase. Amazon.com reserves the right to test "dead on
arrival" returns and impose a customer fee equal to 15 percent of the
product sales price if the customer misrepresents the condition of the
product. Any returned computer that is damaged through customer
misuse, is missing parts, or is in unsellable condition due to customer

What's in the box
Logitech Rugged Folio 7th Generation iPad

Product Description

Heavy-duty protection Slim design Think you need a chunky case to protect your new iPad (7th,8th and 9th gen) from drops spills and scratches? Think again
Rugged Folio is a surprisingly slim keyboard case with military-grade drop protection for iPad Rugged Folio was designed to withstand the toughest
environments while also giving you the comfort and style you crave It features 4 use modes spill-proof keys and a convenient shortcut keys This light all-in-
one case provides front and back protection for your device and even features a convenient spot to store your digital pencils.

Product information

Videos
Videos for this product

8:37

LEON

Slick iPad Keyboard Logitech
Rugged Folio iPad Case

0:28

E B

Customer Review: Another
NOPE iPad holder from Logitech

1:02

Should I Get It Reviews

Cool Case + Keyboard!!!

Upload your video

Other Technical Details
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Manufacturer Logitech

ASIN B07YN9HY63

Country of Origin China

Date First Available November 13, 2019

tampering will result in the customer being charged a higher restocking
fee based on the condition of the product. Amazon.com will not accept
returns of any desktop or notebook computer more than 30 days after
you receive the shipment. New, used, and refurbished products
purchased from Marketplace vendors are subject to the returns policy of
the individual vendor.

If you'd like a copy of the manufacturer's warranty for a product found
on Amazon.com, you can contact the manufacturer directly or visit their
website for more information. Manufacturer's warranties may not apply
in all cases, depending on factors like the use of the product, where the
product was purchased, or who you purchased the product from. Please
review the warranty carefully, and contact the manufacturer if you have
any questions.

Feedback

Would you like to tell us about a lower price?

From the manufacturer
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Climate Pledge Friendly uses sustainability certifications to highlight products that support our commitment to help preserve the natural world. Time is
fleeting. Learn more

Product Certification (1)

  

 

Climate Pledge Friendly

Carbon Neutral Certified by SCS
Global Services means the product’s
carbon emissions have been
measured and reduced, with any
remaining emissions offset.

https://www.amazon.com/b?node=21221607011
https://www.amazon.com/Logitech-RUGGED-compatible-seventh-generation-Graphite/dp/B07YN9HY63#
https://www.amazon.com/Logitech-RUGGED-compatible-seventh-generation-Graphite/dp/B07YN9HY63#
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Keyboard Case for iPad 9th Generation 2021 10.2

8th/7th, JUQITECH Wireless Bluetooth Magnetic…

Detachable Keyboard iPad 9th/8th/7th Gen

2021/2020/2019 Cover Case with Keyboard, Pencil

Holder,Rose Gold

8,363

24$ 79

Prime Early Access

Related products with free delivery on eligible orders

Sponsored 

     

typecase Touch iPad 9th
Generation Case with
Keyboard (10.2", 2021),
Multi-Touch Tr...

 11,677

$64.89 

#1 Best Seller

CHESONA Keyboard
Case for iPad 9th
Generation (2021)/8th
Gen/7th Gen 10.2…

 6,608

$31.98 

New iPad 9th/8th/7th
Generation Case
2021/2020/2019 10.2
Inch with Tempered…

 2,468

$23.99 

iPad 9th Generation
Keyboard Case 10.2 inch
(2021), 8th / 7th Gen,
Air 3, Pro 10.5 ...

 3,258

$49.98 

CHESONA iPad Keyboard
9th Generation, 7 Color
Backlit, Multi-Touch
Trackpad, Built-...

 359

$49.98 

Sponsored 

Customer reviews

6,277 global ratings

4.6 out of 5

Reviews with images
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Keyboard Case for iPad 9th Generation 2021…

10.2 8th/7th, JUQITECH Wireless Bluetooth

Magnetic Detachable Keyboard iPad

9th/8th/7th Gen 2021/2020/2019 Cover Case

8,363

24$ 79

Prime Early Access
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Top reviews from the United States

 Great keyboard with one minor issue.
Reviewed in the United States on September 16, 2022
Style: Combo Touch Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

One person found this helpful

Report abuse

Phantom

The good: Fast delivery. The item was delivered a day ahead of the expected delivery date. I
like the keyboard. I wanted a full-size keyboard and this is not, but it works fine. The
keyboard connects to the Ipad magnetically. It was a snap to connect it to the Ipad.

The not-so-good: The "t," "h," and "e" keys seem to be sticking. For whatever reason, when I
type "the" it does not appear immediately on the screen.

Other: When I ordered the item I received confirmation from Amazon with a price of
$125.41. When I received notification that it had shipped the item total was noted to be
$165.36. I checked my credit card receipt and I was charged the correct amount. I tried to
notify Amazon of the discrepancy, but was unable to figure out a way to do so.

Helpful

 Love it!
Reviewed in the United States on October 8, 2022
Style: Combo Touch Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

Report abuse

Erika B

I really like this product. It feels very sturdy and of high quality and makes me look super
professional in business meetings unlike my previous keyboard case that was a loud pink lol.
The keys feel very nice and I’m not sure of the material the case is made out of but it feel
great also. I have zero complaints and I’m very happy with this purchase.

Helpful

 strong magnetic attachment is much appreciated
Reviewed in the United States on September 26, 2022
Style: Slim Folio Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

One person found this helpful

Marc Hall

The magnet that attaches the ipad to the keyboard is much stronger than earlier versions of
this logitech product. When opened and set into its working position it is easily moved
about without detaching. The viewing angle created when open is perfect and the keyboard
is 100% responsive to touch. The usefulness of the ipad is greatly improved with the
addition of a Logitech keyboard.
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 4.5 stars. a great product overall.
Reviewed in the United States on August 9, 2022
Style: Combo Touch Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

5 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Olivia Rose

the only negative thing i have to say about this keyboard is that it does disconnect from
time to time. for example, i’ll be scrolling or typing and it’ll just stop working. thankfully,
this is fixed 99% of the time by just manually disconnecting it from my ipad and snapping it
right back on. i’m not sure why this happens, but it really isn’t a big deal. there have been at
least two occasions where my taking it off and putting it back on again didn’t work, so i had
to restart my ipad. the logitech app is useless once the keyboard is connected. despite this
minor flaw, the keyboard works great! it’s very easy to set up and i like that i can just easily
take it off when i don’t need to use it. i also love the case for the ipad itself. the trackpad
was the reason i bought it. after about 5 months of using this almost every day, i can
confidently say that i am satisfied with my purchase.

Helpful

 Sturdy
Reviewed in the United States on September 10, 2022
Style: Rugged Folio Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

One person found this helpful

Report abuse

Amazon Customer

This case and keyboard are sturdy and protect my iPAD well. I have dropped my iPad since I
placed it in the protective case and it had not a scratch on it. The only reason this is 4 starts
instead of 5 is because there are a couple of things I wish it had. 1. The keyboard does not
light up which makes it difficult to see at night. 2. There is not a mouse pad. I still plan on
keeping this case because I just like how sturdy it is.

Helpful

 I love it!
Reviewed in the United States on September 27, 2022
Style: Combo Touch Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

Report abuse

Cyclone

I was looking for a well functioning keypad for my work iPad so I can use it as an extension
to my laptop and this works great! Worth the money!

Helpful

 Best Ipad case on the market
Reviewed in the United States on September 24, 2022
Style: Slim Folio Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

One person found this helpful

Report abuse

Andrew

This is the best case on the market by far. Battery life is top tier, keyboard connects within
seconds after you set it up and the keys feel AMAZING to type on. 10/10

Helpful
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 Customer service is very difficult to reach
Reviewed in the United States on August 28, 2022
Style: Slim Folio Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

5 people found this helpful

Report abuse

M. Serafini

Stopped working after 5 months. Can’t figure out how to get a replacement or contact
seller. Please help. Can’t figure out how to get a replacement or contact anyone. Finally
reached customer service after 2 days and it turns out the blue tooth connection was lost.
Easy reset.

Helpful

See all reviews

Translate all reviews to English

 Overrated
Reviewed in Canada on November 7, 2020
Style: Slim Folio Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

17 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Paul Thompson

This keyboard case was rated the best of the best in a few reviews. After using it for a few
weeks I’d say it isn’t. It is nicely put together and the case is elegant. But it has two major
failings: it has no backlit keys and it has no indication when the caps lock key is on which as
a hunt-and-peck typist I need. The keys are a faint white on black, not all that easy to see
unless you have good light on them. Also it comes with no instructions—in any language—
just four outline sketches, (but the box is pretty!) Occasionally it will give wrong letters on
the screen such as - instead of ?. Its keys are ok but there’s a fairly loud click on the space
key. You also have to pull hard to close the case—even that is a a bit hard to figure out. I’m
going to return this and get a new Zagg made for the 7th gen iPad. I had a Zagg for my old
iPad and it was perfect. Unfortunately it didn’t fit this iPad. I’m disappointed with Logitech.
A few obvious tweaks would have made it much better.

Update14 December 2020. I’m returning this case because of the limitations above. I have
replaced it with Zagg Pro Keys which is normally pricier but I got 40% off on Black Friday
making it about the same price. It’s much better all round, keys more tactile, back lightRead more

 Perfeita para IPad 8 geração
Reviewed in Brazil on April 23, 2021
Style: Slim Folio Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

Etiene Luiza

Tenho um IPad 8 e ficou perfeita, resistente, protege todo o iPad, digitação fácil, conexão
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13 people found this helpful
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Translate review to English

igualmente fácil, nível da bateria no iPad, parece que vai durar bastante pois uso todos os
dias há mais ou menos 30 dias e continua 100% carregado. Apple Pencil encaixa certinho no
lugar dela. O único defeito é que praticamente dobra peso e espessura do iPad. Meu marido
tem a da Apple e acredito que essa é melhor pois a da Apple não cobre a parte de trás do
iPad. Mas em comparação não ganha tanto em volume quanto essa. Compraria de novo
certamente! Não me arrependo da escolha!

 High quality ! " ❤
Reviewed in Canada on July 17, 2020
Style: Combo Touch Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

11 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Amzon Customer

I'm SO impressed with this keyboard case. Yes it was expensive, but so worth it. I have a
MacBook Pro and this case makes my iPad feel like a miniature version of my MacBook. This
is a very high quality keyboard. I was worried that the keys would feel cheap but the
feedback from the keys feels great. Feels just like my 2012 MacBook Pro keyboard keys (no
joke). I'm kind of a keyboard snob (I don't like some of the newer keyboards that have keys
that barely press in/give you any feedback--they feel "stiff"--if that makes sense). These keys
don't feel stiff.

The keyboard attaches via a magnet on the iPad. The case around the iPad definitely adds
some weight, but that's not an issue for me. The case has a nice lip around the screen to
protect the glass in case of a fall (already happened once... oops).

Anyways, I highly recommend this product. The price matches the quality. I've attached
some photos. If you're wanting more of a laptop functionality from your iPad... buy this.

 I JUST LOVE IT !!!
Reviewed in Canada on August 28, 2020
Style: Combo Touch Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

WiiWendy

Absolutely amazing !! As soon as you open the box you can see that it's well worth the
money. Very easy to install connects instantly and it just feels expensive. I noticed a reviewer
had said that there was no backlight. Yes there is. Picture 1 has it without the light picture 2
you will notice with the light. I think the reason there was no back light on hers is because it
doesn't have the trackpad it's a different keyboard. The Slim Combo is different than the
Combo Touch that's why she had no backlights. They are most definitely on here. Love love
love it. I cant get over how cool it is to use the trackpad on my iPad. Guess my
granddaughter will be getting my MacBook Pro $
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Keyboard Case for iPad 9th Generation 2021 10.2 8th/7th, JUQITECH Wireless…

Bluetooth Magnetic Detachable Keyboard iPad 9th/8th/7th Gen 2021/2020/2019

Cover Case with Keyboard, Pencil Holder,Rose Gold

8,363

24$ 79

Prime Early Access

8 people found this helpful

Report abuse

 Completely dead. Never worked (right out of the box).
Reviewed in Canada on July 21, 2020
Style: Slim Folio Pattern Name: Tablet Keyboard Verified Purchase

8 people found this helpful

Report abuse

Tracey

I bought this keyboard as a birthday present for my father and because of COVID-19 did not
see him on his birthday. 2 months later, I finally saw him and they keyboard did not work. It
looks like it may have been a return as there was a finger print on the battery when I
removed it to try new batteries (it still didn’t work). Unfortunately, i am unable to return it
due to the timing. So mad.

Buyer beware and always open/test gifts if it will be a while before you are able to give the
gift.

See all reviews
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